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The article is aimed at analysing the U.S. contemporary defence and 
military planning from the Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA), de-
veloped in the 1990s and consolidated during the War on Terror, to the 
Third Offset Strategy that will guide the Pentagon’s efforts until 2030. 
It will be argued that this process of military innovation based on the 
legacy of the RMA and aimed at keeping the American military-tech-
nological edge while countering the Anti-Access/Area-Denial threats 
may inspire a new revolution capable of transforming the art of war 
while ensuring the country’s military supremacy up to 2050.
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‘The United States is by its nature a technological nation. The American 
regime is a technical contrivance intended to achieve an unnatural end –  
peace and tranquility […] technical solutions to the problems of war 
are as natural as bravery was to Spartans […] For Americans, weaponry 
is even more essential than courage or leadership’.1 With this evocative 
quote about the United States’ fascination with technology begins The 
Future of War, published in 1998 by George Friedman – founder of the 
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Stratfor strategic intelligence consulting firm and founder and chair-
man of Geopolitical Futures – and his wife Meredith. Based on the idea 
that smart weapons would revolutionize warfare and that US techno-
logical superiority would guarantee its future military supremacy, this 
book was written when the country was in an exceptional situation: 
its main antagonist had disappeared, Washington had been consoli-
dated as the great pole of global power, the world would enjoy appar-
ent peace and stability, many nations of the former Communist Bloc 
wished to integrate into the Western sphere, the American economy 
was once again taking off and its warfare hegemony seemed guaran-
teed by the achievement of a Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) that 
claimed to set a cleaner, more effective, precise and resolute style of 
waging war.

However, many of those hopes vanished in Afghanistan and Iraq, 
the military occupation of which once again demonstrated the severity 
of war. Although the campaigns of Afghanistan and Iraq demonstrat-
ed the weaknesses of fighting in irregular scenarios and moderated 
the proclamations of the previous decade, they allowed the country 
to develop revolutionary technologies and produce smart weapons, 
drones or cybernetics, as well as to exploit new methods of warfare, 
to conceive joint operations in the ground, aerial, naval, space and 
cybernetic dimensions, and to identify the soldier as the weakest ele-
ment in the war machine. Today, having consolidated the revolution, 
buried the War on Terror, popularized the technologies that made up 
the hard core of the past RMA while looking towards Asia-Pacific, the 
United States again seems to hear the siren songs of technology with 
the launch of the Third Offset Strategy, aimed at increasing the tech-
nological and military gap with its potential adversaries, replacing the 
traditional model of forward presence and power projection, capable 
of culminating in a new RMA, as the Second Offset Strategy did in the 
1970s.

This article will analyze the US defence planning from the RMA de-
veloped in the 1990s and consolidated during the War on Terror to the 
Third Offset Strategy. This process of military innovation based on the 
legacy of the last RMA will guide the country’s strategic planning until 
2030 and may inspire a new revolution capable of transforming the art 
of war. Thus, understanding that 1) defence policy is the dimension of 
national security which establishes the goals, sets the objectives, and 
provides the necessary means to guarantee the defence of the country 
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with military instruments, and 2) that defence planning is the process 
focused on defining and obtaining the force structure and the catalog 
of capabilities needed to meet national defence objectives with avail-
able resources, this article will analyze the configuration of the US de-
fence planning and will highlight the continuity patterns between the 
RMA in the 1990s and the Third Offset Strategy that will guide the 
Pentagon’s efforts until 2030.

Revolution
The fall of the Berlin Wall in November 1989 triggered a succession of 
political changes that culminated in the collapse of the Eastern Bloc, 
the disappearance of the USSR, and the reconfiguration of the Europe-
an map. Those great events marked the end of the bipolar internation-
al system, placed the United States at the top of a new world order, and 
forced it to restructure the defence policies of the old foes.

In this historical context, the US defence planning was marked by 
the payment of the ‘peace dividend’ or the reduction of military expen-
diture, demobilization of forces, and reorganization of units. It also en-
tailed the configuration of the country’s post-Cold War strategic pillars 
(the articulation of a hegemonic order that would prevent another re-
gional or global competitor from emerging) and the search for an RMA 
that promised to provide its armies with military dominance against 
any opponent, permitting to reduce both spending on defence and 
support the strategy of primacy that the Bush Administration would 
profile to build the new world order2 3 4. Thanks to the information 
revolution based on the country’s technological and industrial leader-
ship along with a focus on widening the military gap with its strategic 
competitors, this revolution seemed to be the solution to all the politi-
cal, military and economic issues that the United States had to address 
after the end of the Cold War.5 6 7

Considered as the paradigm of a successful military innovation,8 an 
RMA entails a profound change in the way of waging war that stems 
from the exploitation of new technologies, doctrines and forms of or-
ganization. This new catalogue of military capabilities9 renders the 
pre-revolutionary model irrelevant or obsolete and provides enormous 
superiority to the military that first achieves this revolution. However, 
it will be able to maintain this military superiority for a limited time, as 
with the passage of time new technologies will spread and its adversar-
ies will try to emulate (to copy in an uncritical way), assimilate (adapt 
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to their specific situation) or develop answers (either asymmetric or 
counter-revolutionary) to end this superiority.10 11

Although there were numerous RMAs throughout history –from 
the reforms of Xenophon in the fifth century BC to nuclear war in 
the twentieth century– that have transformed the way we conceive of 
making war, the revolution that Washington sought in the immediate 
post-Cold War era and consolidated during the War on Terror12 began 
to take shape in the 1970s, coinciding with the advent of the Informa-
tion Age. Since then, computer science, the Internet, satellite commu-
nications, geolocation systems, and robotics or artificial intelligence13 
have been integrated into the militaries and have transformed their 
processes, practices, organization and capabilities. Its greatest advan-
tages lie in providing a unique capability to acquire, filter and interpret 
unlimited amounts of information of military interest, share it with 
users who need it almost instantly and neutralize any possible threat 
with unprecedented speed and precision.14 It is therefore not uncom-
mon for sensors (command, control, communications, computers, in-
telligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance or C4ISR), platforms (in-
visible to remote sensing or detection systems) and precision or smart 
weapons to be considered as the pillars of this revolution whose pre-
liminary effects were observed in 1991.15 16 17 18 19

Although individually these technologies provide great improve-
ments in the way to conceive, to plan and to conduct the operations, 
what is truly revolutionary is that all systems – as it can be observed 
nowadays with the connectivity between computers, smartphones, 
tablets and other electronic devices – are networked, allowing soldiers 
to know and control what happens around them, either by recognizing 
the terrain, identifying the threats, designating targets or beating tar-
gets based on their situation, threat or availability. This is the premise 
on which the concept of ‘system of systems’ is based, which, regarded 
as the essence of this RMA, allows to accumulate an immense amount 
of information on the area of   operations, to turn it into useful intelli-
gence data for the forces that operate on the terrain and immediately 
take advantage of it to beat the adversary.20 21 The ‘system of systems’ 
also laid the foundations of the ‘network centric warfare’, a new style 
of combating based on the use of small forces integrated in networks, 
organized in swarms, distributed on the battlefield and able to beat 
enemy targets before they realize they have been discovered.22 Indeed, 
network centric warfare will not only be one of the central elements 
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of this RMA, but also of the Third Offset Strategy recently launched by 
the Pentagon, based on network interconnection and using swarms of 
land, marine, submarine, and aerial robots.23 24

In conclusion, the integration of sensors, decision makers, plat-
forms, weapons, and forces into a  network would not only improve 
the planning and conduct of operations, but also lay the foundations 
of a revolution that would occur when the armed forces implement-
ed new capabilities aimed at exploiting the potential of the ‘system of 
systems’. Consequently, in order to achieve this revolution, not only 
should new platforms, sensors and weapons be acquired, or the ex-
isting systems be digitalized to conduct network centric operations, 
but new forms of action should be developed (joint, combined, rapid, 
decisive, expeditionary and effects-based operations and consolidation 
of the space and cyber domains), as well as organization (streamlin-
ing and flexibilization of command structures and networking the 
services), and leadership styles (decentralized tactical command and 
direct strategic control).25 26 27

On the practical level, this revolution began to take shape after 
the Vietnam debacle in the aftermath of the crisis of the traditional 
American way of war, grounded on the country’s  industrial capacity 
to sustain a long war,28 and the growing threat of war on the European 
front.29 30 31 This revolution was based on the dream of Undersecretary 
of Defence William Perry – who, between 1993 and 1997, served as the 
head of the Pentagon and whose work was essential to consolidate the 
RMA – ‘... to be able to see all high value targets on the battlefield at any 
time; to be able to make a direct hit on any target we can see; and to 
be able to destroy any target we can hit’.32 It was projected as a Second 
Offset Strategy33 that would alter the fragile balance of forces on the 
European Central Front in favor of NATO in the 1970 by harnessing 
Western technological potential to multiply allied military power by 
balancing the Warsaw Pact’s quantitative superiority without resorting 
to nuclear weapons in the event of a war in Europe. The revolutionary 
effects of these changes were identified by the Soviet General Staff34 in 
the 1970s and analysed in detail by the Pentagon in the 1980s.35 How-
ever, it was not until the spectacular triumph of the coalition led by 
the United States in the Gulf War of 1991 that this revolution reached 
worldwide fame.

Therefore, it is not surprising that this RMA seduced the Ameri-
can political, military and industrial class and articulated its defence 
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planning until the War on Terror. Not only did it seem to be akin to 
the American strategic culture,36 along with the promise to supple-
ment the reduction of human, material, and financial resources due 
to the peace dividend with technology,37 but it also promised Wash-
ington the future warfare supremacy and the possibility of continuing 
to use military power as a foreign policy tool with little to no political, 
economic or social costs. In other words, ‘… this revolution in military 
affairs offers the United States the possibility of doing “more with less”, 
enabling it to maintain its military power even at a time of shrinking 
U.S. defence budgets’.38

However, the Pentagon initially showed a lukewarm interest in this 
possibility because after the debacle of the USSR its main priority was 
to accommodate the strategic pillars of the country to the immediate 
post-Cold War and to outline a  strategy of primacy that would pre-
serve its future political hegemony. Only some key players, such as the 
Secretary of Defence Dick Cheney, Undersecretary Paul Wolfowitz 
and General Colin Powell (who would return to prominent posts in 
the George W. Bush Administration years later) and the armed forc-
es – with the sole exception of the Navy, fearing that the RMA would 
render its formidable naval and anti-submarine fleet obsolete – joined 
in the discussions. They were attracted by the effects that this revolu-
tion could have on the country’s military strategy, its fighting style, or 
because they could use it as a weapon in its internal struggles for the 
allocation of resources and political influence in a situation marked by 
the financial crisis and the collection of the ‘peace dividend’.39 40 41

It was not until 1993 – coinciding with the conceptual consolidation 
of the RMA and the elaboration of the Bottom-Up Review,42 the first 
major revision of the US post-Cold War defence policy – that the De-
partment of Defence not only began to consider using the possibilities 
offered by the revolution to solve some of the strategic issues that the 
country had to face, such as maintaining the capacity to fight in two 
geographically separate conflicts (Korean Peninsula and Middle East) 
with a smaller force structure than that maintained during the Cold 
War,43 but also started the search for this revolution, which was con-
sidered increasingly fundamental for maintaining hegemony both on 
the battlefield and in international affairs.44

Three years later, the Pentagon sponsored the revolution with the 
publication of the Joint Vision 2010.45 This guide for the development of 
military capabilities planned for 2010 confirmed its existence, and set 
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the course for achieving this revolution that promised to inaugurate 
a ‘new American way of war’ that, based on the US technological edge, 
full knowledge of the battlefield and the ability to conduct precision 
attacks from great distances, would allow the country to obtain fast, 
clean and decisive victories against any adversary.46 In 1997, the politi-
cal class did the same with the first Quadrennial Defence Review.47 This 
roadmap that drove the defence policy of the second Clinton admin-
istration (1996-2000) not only recognized its existence and supported 
the pillars of the revolution identified by the military elite, but under-
stood that its achievement was vital to facing future dangers and con-
tributing to American political hegemony well into the 21st Century.48 49

To this end, it was proposed to take advantage of the ‘strategic 
pause’50 to develop and implement revolutionary capabilities, to ac-
commodate the country’s military architecture to future risks, and to 
modernize selected legacy military platforms to maintain sufficient 
forces to participate in any conflict that could be unleashed while de-
signing the army of the 21st Century. This process, aimed at achiev-
ing the revolution and preparing the American defence framework to 
meet the risks and threats that could materialize in the first decades of 
the third millennium, was called ‘Transformation’.

Although this roadmap considered it essential that the United States 
transform its military power to achieve the revolution and prepare for 
an uncertain future, the timidity of the proposed changes in the struc-
ture of forces and in the catalog of military capabilities; the low budget 
allocation for the development and acquisition of new capabilities (the 
initially proposed expenditure objective was never achieved)51 and the 
high participation of its armed forces in peace operations and crisis 
management (which in the face of the Republican Congressional re-
fusal had to cover expenses with funds initially earmarked for mod-
ernization and training), de facto paralyzed the transformation until 
George W. Bush reached the White House.52

Transformation
The election of the former Governor of Texas, George W. Bush, as the 
President of the United States was the definitive impulse to the RMA. 
Captivated by the promises of the revolution, advised by some of his 
staunchest supporters and aware of its role in supporting the shaping 
of the 21st Century world order,53 President Bush and his Secretary of 
Defence Donald Rumsfeld outlined an ambitious transformation pro-
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cess aimed at achieving the revolution by 2015-20 while preparing the 
US defence architecture to meet the emerging challenges. To this end, 
not only did they design a security policy that would bury the warfare 
paradigm of the Cold War, but they also set the defence transforma-
tion – from the force structure, catalogue of capabilities, and military 
deployment patterns to the organization, operation, administration, 
and financing of the Pentagon – as one of the top priorities of the Re-
publican Administration.54 55 56 57

However, transformation replaced the revolution as the framework 
for US military planning, as witnessed by the Quadrennial Defence Re-
view following the events of September 11.58 This fateful date not only 
ended the ‘strategic pause’, initiated after the end of the Warsaw Pact 
and marked the beginning of the War on Terror whose effects still con-
tinue, but it also forced the White House to rethink its defence policy 
by convincing it of the extreme urgency of accommodating its security 
architecture – a huge, rigid and bureaucratic structure still anchored in 
the Cold War paradigm – to the 21st Century, accelerating its transfor-
mation and allowing it to test the revolution.59

Grounded on the search for Osama bin Laden, the dismantling of 
Al Qaeda and the Afghan and Iraqi military campaigns, the War on 
Terror served to uncover the limitation of US military power, to break 
the apparent unipolarity of the post-Cold War international order and 
facilitate the rise of new powers capable of limiting influence and dis-
puting regional hegemony of the United States.60

The baptism of fire of the new American way of war took place in 
Afghanistan, where a small force specifically formed for Operation En-
during Freedom, with permanent close air support, collaborating with 
the Northern Alliance, equipped with modern technologies and using 
sophisticated tactics overthrew the Taliban regime, isolated Al Qaeda 
in the mountains and in neighboring Pakistan and established a tran-
sitional government in just over a month. This victory surprised the 
Pentagon, which preached that the way the war was waged was an un-
mistakable sign that the revolution was about to consolidate. Thus, it 
proposed to accelerate the transformation.61 62 63

A few months later, preparations for Iraq’s  invasion began. Deter-
mined to overcome the shadow of Vietnam embodied in the Wein-
berger-Powell64 doctrine, Rumsfeld developed a  plan of operations 
that would exploit the revolution and drive the transformation. After 
a  brief deployment and concentration of forces, a  joint ground-am-
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phibious force with permanent air support paralyzed the Iraqi gov-
ernment, causing a total confusion in its armies, nullified the military 
opposition, and achieved a  stunning, overwhelming, and seemingly 
decisive victory in a few weeks.65 66

Both triumphs seemed to validate the preliminary results of the 
RMA, the potential of the military transformation and the effective-
ness of the new American way of war. However, following the transi-
tion from major combat operations to stabilization, factors such as the 
small volume of forces used,67 armaments employed, limited training 
in stabilization, reconstruction or counter-terrorism, limited knowl-
edge of both countries or the lack of intelligence grid on the ground;68 
combined with the absence of coherent plans for peacemaking or the 
incorrect decisions taken after overthrowing both regimes, helped 
an insurgency breakout that jeopardized local authorities and forced 
Washington to wage a long, controversial, and costly war.  

The emergence of the insurgency – as it happened in Vietnam de-
cades before – caught the Pentagon, which, seduced by technology, had 
forgotten that war is a clash of opposing wills and that any actor tries 
to exploit its opponent’s weaknesses, fights with the means it has at its 
disposal and uses the strategies that provide greater revenues. Thus, 
faced with the technocentric US military style, the Afghan and Iraqi 
insurgencies conceived responses that exploited the limitations of the 
American way of war and the vulnerabilities of the advanced societies. 
Among these weaknesses one can stress the volatility of domestic pub-
lic opinion and the pressure of the international community; the fear 
of human loss and collateral damage; the subjection to restrictive and 
anachronistic war customs; the anxiety about political costs and elec-
toral effects of operations; the requirement to restrict its scope, impact 
and duration; the reluctance to use ground forces in operations or the 
need to use force in a limited and restrictive way.69

Not only did the insurgency reveal the shortcomings of the new 
American Way of War in low-intensity environments and the limita-
tions of RMA’s technocentric model, but it also showed how difficult it 
is to pacify hostile territories, the human and material costs involved 
in any imposed change of political regime or new operational require-
ments motivated by participation in both campaigns.70 71 72 These fac-
tors motivated the abandonment of the revolution in the US military 
agenda and a change of direction of the military transformation – from 
preparation for future conflicts to resolution of the present problems –  
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that the services adopted immediately but that was not formalized un-
til the Quadrennial Defence Review 2006, which laid the groundwork 
for Bush’s second term and the appointment of Robert Gates as head 
of the Pentagon.73 74

This strategic turnaround led Gates to focus on conducting the 
Afghanistan and Iraq campaigns and building adequate capacities for 
post-conflict stabilization, national building, or counter-insurgency 
during his tenure at the Pentagon (2006-11). This was accomplished 
through adjustments in defence planning (prioritizing the resolution 
of identified problems), military programming (redefining, slowing 
down or deferring the purchase of the big ticket programs to free up 
funds that would allow the acquisition of other materials needed for 
present missions75), expenditure structure (defraying ongoing mis-
sions and maintaining training standards and modernization plans) 
and force structure (by increasing Army and Navy personnel, recon-
verting artillery units into infantry units, increasing special operations 
forces, civil-military cooperation units, rethinking deployment cycles 
or regulating the presence of military contractors); and consolidated 
with the signing of the Defence Directive 3000.07 of 2008, which placed 
irregular war on the same level as the conventional one and required 
the services to implement all changes necessary to efficiently fight in 
both types of conflict.76 77 78 79

However, the elimination of Osama bin Laden allowed President 
Barack Obama to redefine the War on Terror,80 to advance the with-
drawals from Iraq (2011) and Afghanistan (2014, postponed until the 
situation improves); and to replace the current strategic model with 
a new framework that will guide defence planning over the next de-
cades. It is conditioned, therefore, by the lessons learned from ten years 
of war – especially by the shortcomings of a  force prepared to fight 
against technologically advanced opponents when having to wage an 
irregular war and the limits of the American way of war – as well as by 
the current domestic and international situation, which again focuses 
on maintaining the warfare supremacy against any future enemy by 
launching a new process of military innovation capable of motivating 
a new RMA.

While the War on Terror has had dire effects on US policy and in-
ternational security, revealed the limits of its military power and fa-
cilitated the consolidation of new regional powers capable of com-
peting with Washington, it has also once again demonstrated the 
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country’s  unbeatable conventional superiority, exposed the military 
gap with its competitors, and has matured revolutionary technologies 
and capabilities (especially drones, robotics, and cyber) to the expected 
Revolution in Military Affairs which has been a great qualitative leap in 
the art of war, since the United States’ way of fighting today has little 
to do with its past.81 82 83 84 Despite this, American military supremacy 
no longer seems so large due to the diffusion of technologies that ar-
ticulated the past revolution and its integration into asymmetric and 
hybrid strategies; the economic crisis, which has forced to reduce the 
total cost of defence85 as well as the War against Terror, which has con-
sumed vast resources, eroded the military institution, forced to devel-
op capacities of limited utility for high intensity conflicts and prevent-
ed implementation of the major modernization programs projected in 
previous years.86 87 Although this new model more closely related to the 
American strategic culture began to be articulated in early 2012 with 
the presentation of the Defence Strategic Guidance,88 89 it was consoli-
dated in late 2014 with the launch of the Third Offset Strategy.90

Offset
Based on the legacy of the RMA and the technological leadership of 
American industry,91 this process of military innovation seeks to ad-
dress the strategic issues that Washington must face after the War on 
Terror and to maintain – as it has promised the previous revolution 
in the immediate post-Cold War – the level of military ambition with 
less economic, human or material resources and greater political con-
straints, as well as to widen the capacity gap with its potential adver-
saries. More specifically, it is intended to increase the country’s capaci-
ty to project its military power in anti-access and area denial (A2/AD)92 
environments, to reinforce conventional deterrence and to impose 
a high opportunity cost on potential adversaries seeking to compete 
with the country in technological matters.93

Since the Gulf War of 1991, the country’s potential adversaries have 
studied the characteristics of the new American way of war and have 
been equipped with technologies (C4ISR systems to digitalize the 
battlespace, smart weapons to accurately beat the enemy targets and 
stealth or unmanned platforms to enter risk areas), and capabilities 
(joint action, network centric warfare, special operations forces or cy-
berwar) linked to the RMA.94 95 96 On the other hand, they have also 
developed responses – such as A2/AD measures – to prevent Washing-
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ton from projecting its power and exploiting its technological-military 
potential. In the words of former Secretary of Defence Chuck Hagel: 
‘... We are entering an era where American dominance on the seas, in 
the skies, and in space – not to mention cyberspace – can no longer be 
taken for granted.  And while the United States currently has a deci-
sive military and technological edge over any potential adversary, our 
future superiority is not a given’.97 More specifically, the Pentagon con-
siders that it faces four major problems when it comes to projecting its 
military power:98 

•	The vulnerability of facilities where US forces are stationed, such 
as the bases of Guam (United States), Diego Garcia (United King-
dom) or Okinawa (Japan) to Chinese missiles, thus compromising 
the model of advanced presence and power projection.
•	US opponents are fielding C4ISR systems capable of detecting, 

identifying and following any American movement over great dis-
tances.
•	Non-stealth aircrafts, which represent the bulk of the country’s air 

fleet, are increasingly vulnerable to advanced enemy air defences.
•	Satellites, and thus the capabilities they provide, from global po-

sitioning and navigation to intelligence, observation or commu-
nications, are increasingly vulnerable to physical or cyberattacks. 

In other words, the diffusion of the capabilities that provided the 
country with post-Cold War supremacy and laid the foundations of 
the RMA, together with the development of A2/AD means specifical-
ly designed to limit the country’s military superiority, are increasing 
the vulnerability of forward bases, surface ships, manned aircraft or 
space satellites. This reduces the military gap produced by the RMA, 
and reduces the utility of the paradigm of presence and power pro-
jection, effective since the dawn of the Cold War. And when this hap-
pens, its conventional deterrence model will be compromised, the 
impact of its advanced presence on regional stability will be limit-
ed and its superpower role will be damaged.99 100 As a result, Wash-
ington’s  allies –particularly those in the Asia-Pacific or the Middle 
East101– are likely to question the country’s  ability to defend them 
in case of need, leading to a security dilemma likely to trigger new 
weaponry proliferation and even transform the current system of al-
liances.102
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Consequently, the Third Offset Strategy is based on the legacy of 
the contemporary RMA and the American scientific and technological 
potential to redraw the military divide between Washington and its 
opponents, guarantee the capacity to project its military power to any 
point on the globe and reinforce the security commitments between 
the country and its allies.

To achieve these objectives, the Pentagon will draw two lines of ac-
tion: on the one hand, it will exploit the supremacy that the United 
States maintains in key military capabilities of the recent RMA, such 
as unmanned operations, naval and air operations to large distances, 
stealth operations, submarine warfare or engineering and systems in-
tegration to ensure, with a smaller but more advanced army, the ad-
vanced presence and power projection in A2/AD environments while 
reinforcing its strategic leadership and forcing its opponents to em-
bark on arms race that they probably will not be able to follow, as in the 
case of the Second Offset during the Cold War.103 On the other hand, 
it will prioritize conventional deterrence by denial (reducing the ene-
my’s perception of their ability to achieve their military objectives) and 
deterrence by punishment (by ensuring the ability to retaliate against 
high-value targets to show that any disruption of the status quo will 
have an unaffordable cost for the attacker).104 105 In any case, if it cannot 
avoid aggression against US interests or its allies, Washington must be 
able to respond quickly and decisively to stop the attack, to force the 
cessation of hostilities or to achieve an undisputed victory over the 
enemy.106

In conclusion, with the Third Offset Strategy, the Pentagon will try 
to:

•	Combine legacy capabilities (Cold-War systems or those that have 
been used ever since) with the development of new materials and 
operational concepts that allow the country to combat the full 
range of operations in multiple operations theaters concurrently.
•	Reduce US dependence on forward naval, air and ground bases.
•	Protect itself against the loss or degradation of satellites.
•	Take advantage of the global presence of its air and naval forces, 

the responsiveness of its aviation and missiles and the effective-
ness of its unmanned platforms.
•	Exploit precision strategic strike capability to threaten any enemy 

target inside or outside the theater of operations.
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•	Lead a new arms race by exploiting the technological-military ar-
eas that lead the country (such as drones, artificial intelligence, 
cyberspace, submarine warfare, strategic attack, systems integra-
tion) and where its opponents still lack the necessary know-how.
•	Use alliances between the country and its allies and friends to 

strategically position itself and share regional defence costs and 
responsibilities.

Developed as the answer to the strategic questions that surround 
the United States, the Third Offset Strategy will guide US defence 
planning until 2030. However, taking into account that it may be 
implemented in a restrictive budgetary environment, even President 
Trump has promised to boost the military spending and rebuild the 
military107 and several modernization projects cannot be deferred (nu-
clear arsenal, anti-missile shield, satellites or cyber capacities),108 109 the 
Pentagon will try to combine, as much as possible, the material assets 
inherited from the Cold War or those that have been used since 1991110 
with the development of new systems – strategic stealth drones, new 
stealth bombers, combat robots, cyber weapons, C4ISR systems or 
electromagnetic guns – which will become the technological strands 
of the future wars.111 112

Although this strategy will possibly guide US defence planning until 
2030, its development – and more specifically the acquisition of ma-
terial means the acquisition of the necessary enablers or the research 
of revolutionary technologies – in a context marked by the scarcity of 
financial, human, and material resources, will require implementing 
unpopular measures that will raise controversies between the political 
and industrial class and corporate resistance in the military. On the one 
hand, the structure of forces, the catalog of capabilities, deployment 
patterns and institutional balances among the three armies set by the 
Quadrennial Defence Review for the period 2014-19113 should be trans-
formed. On the other hand, the Pentagon’s spending structure should 
be reconsidered in order to guarantee the financing of the Third Offset 
armament programs. The development and acquisition of these proj-
ects will require funds to be obtained by reducing the structure of forc-
es, rationalizing infrastructure, processes and programs, outsourcing 
services or suspending – as a step prior to the definitive withdrawal –  
modernization plans for all those materials deemed obsolete within 
the new strategy, unable to survive in A2/AD environments, such as 
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non-stealth reconnaissance planes, manned tactical aviation or mech-
anized units.114 115

Conclusion
Despite enormous changes in the international scene since the end of 
the Cold War, the Pentagon’s  reflections have revolved around tech-
nological innovation as the engine of military change and its defence 
planning has been grounded –apart from the War on Terror, which al-
tered the initially proposed order of priorities – in maintaining a mili-
tary-technological gap with its potential adversaries as a tool to achieve 
military supremacy and political hegemony. This techno centrism 
cannot be explained only by the technological and military leadership 
of the country or by the innovative capacity of its military-industrial 
complex, but by a strategic culture that prioritizes the search for tech-
nological solutions to any strategic, operational or tactical problem 
that surrounds the country.

In this context, in the immediate post-Cold War period, US defence 
planning was marked by search for a revolution that based on the ap-
plication of information technologies in the field of defence not only 
promised to contribute to the peace dividend and to solve the strategic 
issues of the country once the Soviet threat disappeared, but also to 
extend its supremacy against any of its future adversaries. Although 
the campaigns of Afghanistan and Iraq revealed the new face of the 
war and exposed the limitations of the new American style of fight-
ing, these conflicts also allowed accelerating the transformation to 
achieve the revolution. However, while Washington was articulating 
this change in the way of combat, the technologies associated with this 
revolution – smart weapons, drones, C4ISR systems or cybernetics – 
spread globally, access to them was democratized and many countries 
emulated the US military model, attempted to assimilate the revolu-
tion and adapt it to their needs or conceive measures to end the supe-
riority of this RMA.

Today, once the War on Terror has been stopped and with a focus 
on the Asia-Pacific region, the Pentagon has launched a new process of 
military innovation capable of motivating a new RMA. Based on the 
country’s technological capabilities, focused on ensuring access to any 
part of the globe regardless of an enemy’s A2/AD measures and aimed 
both at enhancing the links with its allies and partners and forcing 
potential competitors to initiate arms race that its military-industrial 
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complex should not be able to follow in the short-medium term, the 
achievement of the Third Offset Strategy will not only motivate the 
development of new operational concepts, new military capabilities 
and new styles of planning and conducting operations, but it will also 
consolidate a new RMA.

However, by refocusing its attention on technological supremacy 
as a tool to guarantee political hegemony and to steer the strategy to-
wards China, the United States not only runs the risk of forgetting the 
lessons of the War on Terror and obviating foreign strategic tendencies 
unconnected to high politics, but also of turning a hypothetical con-
flict between Washington and Beijing into a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Time will eventually tell how this new process of military innova-
tion is configured and consolidated, and if successful, how it will mo-
tivate a new revolution in military affairs that will bring a new leap in 
the art of war.
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